As one of the leading integrated life cycle managers of conventional armament products and services in the world today, we have the ability to focus our systems management capabilities on the safe and efficient demilitarization of a wide variety of surplus munition items.

Our demilitarization program management capabilities represent a comprehensive base of technology and experience in munitions life cycle management.

We have extensive systems management capabilities in the development and use of new technologies to safely and efficiently recycle these surplus munitions into valuable commercial materials. These technologies include dismantling munitions, metals, and plastics recovery and resale, and recycling explosive materials for commercial reuse.
As a highly experienced demilitarization team, we have
includes experts in program management, engineering,
environmental, health, safety and security, quality
assurance, contracting, and systems management
and integration.

**Bulk Propellants** - Recovery and resale of propellants for
commercial blasting use

**Separate Loading Propelling Charges** - Recovery and
resale of propellants for commercial blasting use, and
resale of recovered metals and packaging materials

**High-Explosive Improved Conventional Munitions** -
Recovery and resale of recovered metals, plastics and
packaging materials

**High-Explosive D Loaded Munitions** - Recovery and
resale of recovered metals and packaging materials

**Pyrotechnics** - Recovery and reuse of magnesium and
resale of recovered metals and packaging materials

**Fuzes** - Recovery and resale of recovered metals and
packaging materials

**High-Explosive Filled Bombs** - Recovery and resale of
explosive fillers for commercial blasting use, and resale
of recovered metals and packaging materials

**High-Explosive Filled Cartridges and Projectiles** -
Recovery and resale of explosive fillers for commercial
blasting use, and resale of recovered metals and
packaging materials

All of our program management efforts are directed to the
safer and most efficient demilitarization of the munitions.
Our goal is to maximize the recovery, and resale of these
munitions into commercially valuable materials.

General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical Systems
has managed the safe and successful demilitarization
and recycling of more than 310,000 tons of surplus
munition items.
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**Strength from Experience**